calcareous claystone
hom, gray, quartz blebs cement, at 12-14 cm
fine grained rudstone throughout

59.71 B. quartzite

59.71 NS BL = bioturbate-laminated marlstone
cal. calcite
layer of gray mud, sharp top grad. contact at base

59.71 AC

59.71 B. greenish gray, up bluish tint, S4S1 biumfill.

Summary:
Mainly B greenish gray calc. Alternating NS-B
or S4BL. Hanno marlstone

59.41 B

59.41 Gray B

59.31 B up greenish sands,

These data are to be processed into a computerized data base along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.